Using APEX-1 and APEX-2 observations, we have detected and studied the rotational lines of the HC 3 N molecule (cyanoacetylene) in the powerful outflow/hot molecular core G331.512-0.103. We identified thirty-one rotational lines at J levels between 24 and 39; seventeen of them in the ground vibrational state v=0 (9 lines corresponding to the main C isotopologue and 8 lines corresponding to the 13 C isotopologues), and fourteen in the lowest vibrationally excited state v 7 =1. Using LTE-based population diagrams for the beam-diluted v=0 transitions, we determined T exc =85±4 K and N (HC 3 N)=(6.9±0.8)×10
INTRODUCTION
Cyanopolyynes molecules (HC2n+1N, n 1) are typical carbon-chain molecules that seem to be ubiquitous in the interstellar medium (ISM) since they have been detected in a wide range of environments both in the Milky Way and in other galaxies. The shortest member of the family, HC3N (cyanoacetylene; H-C≡C-C≡N), is the most abun-⋆ E-mail: duronea@iar.unlp.edu.ar dant cyanopolyyne. Due to its low rotational constant (1/13 of CO) and large dipole moment (3.7 D, DeLeon & Muenter 1985) , cyanoacetylene lines can be detected over a wide range of rotational lines (closely spaced by only 9.1 GHz) at relatively low frequencies, in contrast with, for example, HCN or HCO + , which have high-J lines at very high frequencies that are extremely difficult to detect with groundbased telescopes. The critical density of HC3N (nH 2 ∼10 5 -10 6 cm −3 ) is comparable to other high density gas tracers, such as HCN, CS, or HCO + . In addition, HC3N is usually optically thin even in low-J transitions, mostly due to its relatively low abundance, which is suitable for studying dense molecular gas (e.g Bergin et al. 1996) . This makes it easier to conduct multi-transition analysis for HC3N than for other dense molecular gas tracers, which can help to better understand the physical and excitation conditions of dense molecular gas in star forming regions. Further, the HC3N molecule can be excited not only in the ground vibrational state, but also in several vibrationally excited states that can also be used to derive important information about the physical characteristics of the region under study, such as kinetic and vibrational temperatures, density, etc. (Wyrowski et al. 1999; Martín-Pintado et al. 2005; Jiménez-Serra et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2017) .
Several lines of HC3N have been widely detected in a number of hot cores and high-mass star forming regions (Bergin et al. 1996; Kim et al. 2000; de Vicente et al. 2000; Sollins & Megeath 2004; Belloche et al. 2013; Sánchez-Monge et al. 2013; Taniguchi et al. 2016b Taniguchi et al. , 2018b . Surveys of sources at different evolutionary stages, from high-mass starless cores to protostellar objects, reveal the presence of spectral signatures of both HC3N and HC5N (Taniguchi et al. 2018a ). In the protostellar shock L1157-B1, including observations toward its protostar L1157-mm, lines of HC3N and HC5N were observed showing different physical components of the gas (Mendoza et al. 2018a ). In the solar-type protostar IRAS 16293-2422, observations of HC3N and HC5N also revealed different gas conditions between the outer and inner regions of the protostellar system (Jaber Al-Edhari et al. 2017) . In protoplanetary disks, observations at high spatial resolution of HC3N and CH3CN show abundance ratios of those molecules in agreement with protostellar envelopes and comets (Bergner et al. 2018) .
As part of a project aimed at studying in detail the physical and chemical properties of the massive outflow/hot molecular core G331.512-0.103 (Bronfman et al. 2008) , in this paper we present an analysis of the above source based on APEX observations of HC3N lines. The excellent spectral and spatial resolution of the SHeFI APEX-1 and APEX-2 data, along with the obtained spectral coverage, provides a powerful tool to perform a complete analysis on the source.
THE MOLECULAR OUTFLOW/HOT
MOLECULAR CORE G331.512-0.103 G331.512-0.103 (hereafter G331) is a bright massive young stellar object associated with the central region of the giant molecular cloud (GMC) G331.5-0.1 (Bronfman et al. 2008; Merello et al. 2013a) , which is located at the tangent point of the Norma spiral arm at a heliocentric distance of ∼7.5 kpc. The presence of very broad emission wings in CO, CS, and SiO indicates a very powerful outflow with a mass of around 55 M⊙ and a momentum of ∼2.4×10 3 M⊙ km s −1 (Bronfman et al. 2008) . Merello et al. (2013b) analyzed ALMA SiO(8-7), H 13 CO + (4-3), HCO + (4-3), and CO(3-2) observations towards G331 revealing the existence of lobes closely aligned with the line of sight and an expanding bubble blown by stellar winds likely arising from a hyper compact HII region confined within an angular extent of about 5 arcsec (∼0.18 pc at a distance of 7.5 kpc).
Several transitions of CH3CN and CH3OH have also been reported in the central core harbouring G331 (Mendoza et al. 2018b ). The results revealed that the emis-sion of CH3CN and CH3OH are related to gas components having kinetic temperatures of T k ∼141 K and T k ∼74 K, respectively. In agreement with previous high-resolution interferometric observations, the models show that the emitting region is compact ( 5.5 arcsec), with a gas volume density nH 2 ≃1×10 7 cm −3 . Recently, ALMA observations have revealed the presence of HC3N J=38-37 rotational line (Hervías-Caimapo et al. 2019 lines. They may be arising from the quiescent core ambient medium. The physical, chemical, and kinematical properties of G331 make this object one of the most massive, powerful, and youngest hot cores/outflows known to date.
OBSERVATIONS, DATABASES, AND METHODOLOGY
The molecular observations presented in this paper were obtained with the 12-m APEX telescope (Güsten et al. 2006) at Llano de Chajnantor (Chilean Andes) in May 2017. As front end for the observations we used the APEX-1 receiver of the Swedish Heterodyne Facility Instrument (SHeFI; Risacher et al. 2006; Vassilev et al. 2008) . The back end for the observations was the eXtended bandwidth Fast Fourier Transform Spectrometer2 (XFFTS2) which consists of two units with 2.5 GHz bandwidth divided into 32768 channels each. The half power beam width (HPBW) in the APEX-1 frequency band varies between 25 -30 arcsec. Calibration was performed using the chopper-wheel technique. The output intensity scale given by the system is T * A , which represents the antenna temperature corrected for atmospheric attenuation. The observed intensities were converted to mainbeam brightness temperature by T mb = T * A /η mb (λ), where η mb (λ) was obtained using the Ruzes's equation for a mean main beam efficiency of 0.75 and a surface accuracy (rms) of 17 µm. The spectra were obtained in the single point mode in the coordinates RA, Dec.(J2000)= 16 h 12 m 10.1 s , −51
• 28 ′ 38.1 ′′ in sixteen frequency setups to cover the entire APEX-1 band (214 to 272 GHz). Because only up to 4 GHz total instantaneous bandwidth can be used, frequency setups were spaced by 3.7 GHz in order to avoid noisy marginal detections. The spectra were hanning-smoothed to obtain a final rms noise of ∼ 0.025 -0.05 K and a final spectral resolution of ∼ 0.4 km s −1 for all the setups. The spectra were reduced using the CLASS90 program of the IRAM GILDAS software package 1 . The analysis of the spectra and the line identification was performed using the CASSIS software 2 conjointly with the CDMS 3 (Müller et al. 2005) The APEX-1 observations used in this work were combined with previous observations carried out using the APEX-2 instrument (HPBW = 17 -23 arcsec) (see Fig. 1 ). We adopted calibration uncertainties of around 20 percent (Dumke & Mac-Auliffe 2010) .
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Line identification
The APEX-1 and APEX-2 data used in this work cover the total frequency range between 214 GHz and 356.5 GHz, with the APEX-1 frequency range between 214 and 272 fully covered and some gaps in the APEX-2 band between 272 and 292 GHz, 296 and 329 GHz, 333 and 336.4, and 340.4 and 343.3 GHz (see Fig. 1 ). Nevertheless, the covered frequency range allows the detection of a considerable number of HC3N lines, having an upper level energy (Eu) of the main isotopologue between ∼131 K and ∼341 K. The detection of these lines is necessary to perform a high accuracy determination of some physical parameters in the region (e.g. column density, kinetic temperature, opacity, etc.).
Since the central region of G331 shows a very rich hot molecular core chemistry, a forest of molecular transitions leads to a confusing spectra (see Fig. 1 ), especially for the presence of broad lines (Mendoza et al. 2018b; Hervías-Caimapo et al. 2019) . Then, we performed the line identification adopting the following standard criteria:
(i) The observed frequencies of the lines should agree with the rest frequencies for the systemic velocity of the source (V lsr ∼ -90 km s −1 ) 6 .
(ii) The peak temperature of the lines should be at least about three times the rms noise. A couple of exceptions were included where the signal-to-noise ratio is locally a bit lower than in the rest of the spectrum.
(iii) All predicted lines based on an LTE spectrum at a well-defined rotational temperature should be present in the observed spectrum approximately at their predicted relative intensities.
Since a considerable number of predicted contaminant molecular transitions, known as weeds 7 , can be detected at several frequencies in the mm and sub-mm range, we also inspected for possible contaminant emission. Such inspection was carried out using spectral catalogs and the Weeds extension of the CLASS radio astronomy software.
8 Thus, we remarked three status in the line identification (see last column of ISM but at different transitions, therefore significant contamination is unlikely). b) neighbor lines (nl): criterion that was used to identify the spectral lines which appear within a spectral window equivalent to V lsr -90 ± 30 km s −1 ; c) clean lines (cl): lines whose spectral profiles and FHWH values are not affected by other spectral features, such as blended or neighbor lines.
v=0 lines
Using the criteria mentioned above, we confirmed the detection of 9 rotational lines of the main C isotopologue of HC3N in the ground vibrational state (v=0). Six of them were identified in the APEX-1 band, while three lines were identified in the APEX-2 band (see Fig. 2 ). Identified lines are listed in Table 1 along with some of their spectroscopic parameters like frequency, energy of the upper level of the transition (Eu), and Einstein coefficient of the transition (A ul ). For these lines we performed a Gaussian fit and we obtained their integrated areas ( T mb dv), linewidths (FWHM), peak temperatures (T peak ), and velocities (V lsr ). These parameters are also indicated in Table 1 . As can be seen from the table, the velocity dispersion of the peak velocities of the lines around the systemic velocity V lsr = −90 km s −1 is quite low ( 0.57 km s −1 ), and the mean systemic velocity of the lines isV lsr =-90.43±0.08 km s −1 . In Table 1 we also indicate the optical depth of each line (τ ) that will be further derived in Section 4.2.1.
It is also worth mentioning that the frequency range analysed in this work covers several transitions of larger cyanopolines (thirty-one for the molecule HC5N and over forty for the molecule HC7N) and still, no lines corresponding to these species were detected in our dataset.
Isotopologues
We also searched for lines of the 13 C-, D-, and 15 N-bearing isotopologues of HC3N that are predicted to be present in the observed frequency intervals. We identified 13 C isotopologue lines with maximum J numbers between 24 and 27, all in the ground vibrational state v=0. They are shown in Fig. 3 . The transition (25-24) of H 13 CCCN was not detected since it overlaps with the strong 13 CO (2-1) line. The same occurs with the (26-25) transition of HC 13 CCN, which Table 1 . HC 3 N lines detected in G331 and their parameters obtained from Gaussian fits. seems to overlap with another strong (T mb ∼ 1.3 K) unidentified line. Thus, a complete triad H 13 CCCN-HC 13 CCN-HCC 13 CN could not be detected for a particular J transition. As a marginal detection, we included the HC 13 CCN (27-26) line, which is better identified over an extra hanningsmoothed spectra (not shown here).
The velocity dispersion of the derived peak velocity of the lines with respect to the systemic velocity ( 1.5 km s −1 ) is larger than that of the main isotopologue, probably due to a lower accuracy of the fit. The mean systemic velocity of the lines isV lsr =-90.3±0.8 km s −1 . No transitions for the DC3N and HC 15 3 N isotopologues were detected in our dataset.
v7=1 lines
The molecule of HC3N has seven modes of vibration, three bending modes (doubly degenerate) and four stretching modes, which are usually identified from v1 to v7 (for a complete revision, see Wyrowski et al. 1999) . Then, besides rotational lines in the ground vibrational state (v=0), we also searched for rotational transitions of HC3N in vibrationally excited states. As a result, we found transitions in the lowest excited state, v7=1 (corresponding to the bending vibration mode of the C-C≡C group). The detected lines are shown in Fig. 4 . The interaction between the bending angular momentum of the vibrational v7=1 state and the rotational angular momentum of the molecule leads to a splitting in two rotational levels for each J→J − 1 transition (indicated in Fig. 4 as -1 and 1) . As for the case of the HC 13 CCN (27-26) line (see Sect. 4.1.2), we included the marginal detection of the transition 291-28−1. It should be noted that the transition 391-38−1 was not detected since it is blended with an intense (∼ 0.25 K) and wide (∼ 8 km s −1 ) unidentified line at ∼ 355.569 GHz. The spectroscopic and Gaussian fit parameters are listed in Table 1 . In particular, most of them have the same transitional levels of HC3N v=0 with maximum J numbers between 24 and 39. A velocity dispersion of ≤1.6 km s −1 for the derived peak velocities of the lines is observed around the systemic velocity of the source, which has a mean value ofV lsr =-90.9±0.7 km s −1 . For consistency, we performed the Gaussian fit to the lines using the velocity interval defined for the 251-24−1 transition, which is the most conspicuous one.
Line analysis
LTE analysis
In order to estimate excitation temperatures, Texc, and column densities, N (HC3N), we constructed population diagrams from the identified transitions of the molecule. This term refers to a plot of the column density per statistical weight of a number of transition energy levels, as a function of their energy above the ground state (Goldsmith & Langer 1999) . In local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE), and assuming that the emission is optically thin, this corresponds to the Boltzmann distribution and can be represented as
where Nu/gu is the column density per statistical weight for the upper level u, Eu is the energy of the upper level, Q(Texc) is the partition function, and Ntot is the total column density. Since Nu can be estimated from the integrated intensity of the line as
then, Eq. 1 represents a Boltzmann distribution whose values ln(Nu/gu) vs. Eu can be obtained from the lines and can be fitted using a straight line, whose slope is defined by the term 1/Texc. The population diagrams were constructed using a beam dilution factor ln ∆Ωs ∆Ωa+∆Ωs where ∆Ωa and ∆Ωs are the solid angle of the antenna beam and the solid angle of the source, respectively. The beam dilution factor was applied on the left side of Eq. 1. A source size of ∼6 arcsec was adopted (see Sect. 4 
.2.2).
In the upper panel of Fig. 5 plotted uncertainties in Fig. 5 are:
were W is the integrated area of the line and ∆W is its uncertainty, estimated as
being cal the calibration error (in percentage), rms the noise around the selected line (in K), FWHM the line full width half maximum (in km s −1 ), and ∆v the bin size (in km s −1 ) The population diagrams obtained before were constructed under assumption of optically thin emission (τ <<1). In order to test the reliability of this approximation, we have introduced the optical depth correction factor Cτ (photon escape probability) in Eq. 2 as
where Cτ =τ /(1 − e −τ ) (Goldsmith & Langer 1999) , being τ the optical depth of the line. When the line is optically thin, the factor Cτ is then equal to unity. Thus, Eq. 1 becomes
and the ordinate of the population diagram fit is rescaled to slightly larger values. The correction is performed with CASSIS, which execute iteratively the calculations of Cτ until values of temperature and column density converge. From the fit (χ 2 red =1.33) we derived a column density N (HC3N)=(6.9±0.8)×10
14 cm −2 and a excitation temperature Texc=85±4 K. Then, the percentage differences of N (HC3N) and Texc with respect to the values obtained without optical depth correction are about 19 percent higher and 5 percent lower, respectively. For the sake of comparison, the corrected population diagram is shown in Fig. 5 together with the original diagram without optical depth correction. The optical depth of each line, estimated with this method, is listed in Table 1 . As can be noticed from Table 1 and Fig. 5 , differences are moderately significant (τ 0.2) only for low J-values (J < 28). This trend is in line with the variation of the optical depth as a function of J presented by Goldsmith & Langer (1999) for the molecule of HC3N with hB/kT =0.003, for which a maximum relative optical depth is obtained for J ≈ 20, and monotonically decreasing for J 20 and J 20 (see fig. 1 of that work).
As can be noticed from Fig. 2 some lines show Lorentzian instead of Gaussian profiles, which is a very usual feature in emission lines affected by outflows. After a Lorentzian fit of the beam-diluted lines, we derived an opacity-corrected column density N (HC3N)=(7.8±0.5)×10 14 cm −2 and an excitation temperature Texc=90±3 K, respectively, which means a difference of ∼13 percent higher in density and ∼7 percent also higher in temperature, compared with values obtained by Gaussian fitting.
In the lower panel of Fig. 5 we also show the population diagrams obtained for the v7=1 lines. From the fit we derived a column density and temperature of N (HC3N)=(2.2±2.0)×10 15 cm −2 and Texc=87±14 K, respectively. The low accuracy of the fit (χ 2 red =6.07) is due, not only to the significantly lower signal-to-noise ratio of the detections, but mostly to the transition line 291-28−1 (Eu = 511.23 K) which lies outside the 3 rms scatter limit of the plot. Removing this line from the plot, we obtained a more accurate fit (χ and Texc=89±10 K, respectively. As expected, these values are consistent with those obtained for the v=0 lines. Optical depths obtained iteratively for the v7=1 lines are <0.03 (see Table 1 ), which amounts to a difference of only 0.6 percent and 3.5 percent in temperature and column density, respectively, with respect to those obtained without opacity correction (not shown in Fig. 5 ). The excitation temperatures derived before for the rotational transitions in the v=0 and v7=1 states are in good agreement with those derived from the CH3OH emission by Mendoza et al. (2018b) and from CH3CCH emission by Hervías-Caimapo et al. (2019) for the ambient gas in G331. We note, however, that HC3N column densities derived above for G331 are almost one order of magnitude larger than some found in typical Galactic hot molecular cores (e.g. Taniguchi et al. 2018a,c) .
Besides transitions of different J levels in the same vibrational state, the level population of different v states for a constant rotational J level can also be analyzed to derive the so-called "vibrational temperature" (T vib ) which determines the relative population of vibrationally excited levels. A rough estimate of T vib can be obtained from a comparision between vibrationally excited lines with ground-state lines (e.g. Goldsmith et al. 1982) . Here, assuming optically thin emission, we use
where W (v 7 =1) and W (v=0) stand for the integrated intensities of a J→J-1 transition for the vibrational states v7=1 and v=0, respectively, and ∆E70 is the energy difference between the v=0 and v7=1 states. Thus, we estimated T vib for constant J levels in the range between 24 to 27 and we obtained vibrational temperatures in the range 130 K to 145 K. As expected, obtained values of T vib are higher than those previously obtained, for rotational transitions within the same vibrational state, from the population diagrams (a similar trend was also reported by Goldsmith et al. 1982 in the Orion Molecular Cloud using v7=1 and v=0 lines of HC3N) but lower than those reported in the literature for Galactic hot cores and star forming regions (e.g. Wyrowski et al. 1999; Jiménez-Serra et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2017) . It is worth mentioning that the above values of T vib should be considered as lower limits since the v=0 state is expected to be dominated by more extended and cooler emission. Thus, the ratio W (v 7 =1) /W (v=0) is rather a measure of the relative population in the v7=1 vibrational state instead of a measure of T vib (Wyrowski et al. 1999) . Observations of more vibrational modes, either bending or stretching, are needed in order to determine T vib more accurately.
Non-LTE analysis using collision rates
All the estimates obtained so far rely on the assumption of LTE regime. By means of the excitation diagrams displayed in Fig. 5 , we obtained single excitation temperatures from the whole set of observed rotational lines of HC3N, both in ground and vibrationally excited states. The Boltzmann distribution of the excitation diagrams and the quality of the straight lines (with slope 1/Texc, Eq. 6) seem to validate the LTE condition for rotational transitions of HC3N. As a consequence, the kinetic temperatures would be expected to be similar to the excitation temperatures if actually all the levels were thermalized. For a better understanding of the excitation mechanisms and optical depth effects, as to determine the gas kinetic temperature and density, it would also be useful to carry out an analysis of the HC3N emission assuming non-LTE conditions. To this end, we use statistical equilibrium calculations to perform non-LTE models of the HC3N (ν=0) lines. The statistical equilibrium calculations were carried out using the RADEX code 10 (van der Tak et al. 2007) . Then, by means of non-local radiation effects we tested how far is the HC3N emission from the LTE hypothesis considering collisional excitations induced by molecular hydrogen, whose rate coefficients are presented and discussed in Faure et al. (2016) . The RADEX calculations were computed simultaneously applying the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), 11 which is hereafter referred to as RADEX/MCMC. In general, the RADEX/MCMC method computes the best solution by means of numerical chains in a n-dimensional parameter space that can be delimited by different free parameters, such as the kinetic temperature (T kin ), column density (N ), linewidths (FWHM), source size, and volume density (n(H2)). Taking into account the availability of collision rate coefficients, the last parameter is set accordingly to the H2-HC3N collision system (e.g. Faure et al. 2016) . Through stochastic processes, the RADEX/MCMC finds the best solution up to achieve the minimum value of the χ 2 function. Since the method operates using the spectral lines as main input, the quality of the models depends on the spectral survey (e.g. number and strength of the lines), the free parameters and their ranges of integration.
The RADEX/MCMC models of HC3N were computed considering the first six rotational lines listed in Table 1 , from J=24-23 to J=29-28. As free parameters, we introduced and calculated the distributions of T kin , N (HC3N), n(H2), and source size. In order to encompass the HC3N emission, the statistical equilibrium calculations were carried out assuming an emitting region ≤ 6 arcsec in size, a value consistent with the HC3N J=38-37 emission map exhibited in Hervías-Caimapo et al. (2019) . Since the quality of the computation is a monotonically increasing function of the numbers of steps or iterations, we included in our routines large samples for draw numbers, of the order of 10 4 . As a corner diagram, the RADEX/MCMC results of HC3N are shown in Fig. 6 . In that plot, the histograms of each free parameter merge into bi-dimensional diagrams exhibiting the highest probability distribution. Distributions of the HC3N column density, H2 density, kinetic temperature and source size are exhibited. Summarizing, the physical conditions derived from the best RADEX/MCMC computation (χ 2 red =4.41), were obtained to be N (HC3N)=4.5±0.1×10
14 cm −2 and T kin =90±3 K for a central core with size and H2 volume density of 6 arcsec and ∼ 2×10 7 cm −3 , respectively. In comparison with the LTE analysis of HC3N, the results obtained assuming non-LTE conditions are relatively in good agreement with those obtained by the excitation diagram for the v=0 state (see Sect. 4.2.1). The percentage differences of column density and temperature with respect to the values obtained in LTE conditions for the v=0 lines with optical depth correction are about 6 percent higher and 53 percent lower, respectively, while the difference with respect to the values without optical depth correction is only about 1 percent higher and 28 percent lower, respectively. 
Isotopic analysis
Since a scarce number of transitions from isotopic species were detected, and some of them having a poor signal-tonoise ratio, a population diagram does not provide reliable solutions for the temperature and column density. Then, we estimated the column density of the three detected 13 C isotopologues from a single line of each species assuming LTE conditions and using the following formulae:
being
and
(10) (Goldsmith & Langer 1999) , where T mb stands for the main beam temperature of the line, f for the beam filling factor (estimated to be ∼ 0.035 12 ), Texc is the excitation temperature (assumed to be 85 K; see Sect. 4.2.1), and T bg is the background temperature (2.7 K). For this equation, we estimate an error of about 15-25 percent arising mostly from the uncertainties in T mb (see Table 1 ). In Eq. 10 ∆v is the line width FWHM (in cm s −1 ), Q is the partition function estimated as Q = kTexc/hB (B is the rotational constant of HC3N; 4549.059 MHz), µ is the permanent electric dipole of HC3N (assumed to be 3.73172×10 −18 esu cm; DeLeon & Muenter 1985), E l (in erg) is the energy of the lower rotational level, and J l is the lower rotational quantum number. Obtained column density for each isotopologue is given in Table 2 , while optical depths obtained with Eq. 8 are listed in Table 1 . The errors estimated for the column density of the 13 C isotopologues were derived considering the uncertainties in τ (see above) and ∆v (see Table 1 ). For the calculations, we used the most conspicuous line detected for each isotopic species. Then, for HCC 13 CN and HC 13 CCN we used the (24-23) transition, while for H 13 CCCN we used the (26-25) transition. The relative abundances of the isotopic species with respect to H2 were derived using the H2 column density obtained previously from the emission of H 13 CO + (e.g. Merello et al. 2013a; Mendoza et al. 2018b) . ALMA observations of the H 13 CO + (4-3) emission have shown the existence of an internal cavity surrounded by a shocked shell, around the driving source, confined in 5 arcsec (Merello et al. 2013a) for which an averaged column density N (H 13 CO + )≈3.2±0.2×10 13 cm −2 was derived (result obtained by Hervías-Caimapo et al. 2019, but not included in that work). Then, we estimated the H2 column density using the abundance ratio H 13 CO + /H2=3.3×10 −11 of Orion KL (Blake et al. 1987) and we obtained N (H2)=9.7×10 23 cm −2 , almost one order of magnitude higher than that derived in typical high-mass star forming regions (e.g. Taniguchi et al. 2018b ). The abundances of HC3N, HCC 13 CN, HC 13 CCN, and H 13 CCN were then obtained dividing their column densities by N (H2). In Table 2 we summarize the range of obtained abundances, indicated as X, which were derived considering the uncertainties of column densities estimated using Eq. 10. It is worth pointing out that N (H2) can be otherwise estimated from the surface density derived by Merello et al. (2013a) from the 1.2 mm continuum emission of G331 (referred to as MM3 in that work). Adopting a mean molecular weight per Hydrogen molecule µ=2.29 (corrected for Helium), a column density N (H2)=2.7×10 23 cm −2 can be obtained, which would increase the abundances reported in Table 2 by a factor of ∼3.5
Since HC3N and its 13 C isotopologue lines are optically thin (see Col. 9 of Table 1) we can obtain reliable mea- surements of the 12 C/ 13 C isotopic ratio in G331 from the column densities calculated before. For the estimations we have considered column densities of HC3N and its isotopologues obtained in LTE conditions. The obtained 12 C/ 13 C isotopic ratios are shown in the last column of Table 2 .
In addition to the estimates obtained above, we also carried out LTE models of the 13 C isotopologues of HC3N applying the MCMC method, whose methodology will hereafter referred to as LTE/MCMC. From the lines of the isotopologues listed in Table 1 , we obtained LTE solutions under the main assumption that the 13 C HC3N isotopologues and HC3N have the same origin, (i.e. they are confined in a region of up to 6 arcsec and with Texc between ∼ 80 K and 90 K). The LTE/MCMC models were computed including as free parameters only the column density and excitation temperature. As an upper limit, based on the premise that HC3N must be more abundant than its isotopologues, the 13 C column densities were integrated with the condition that N < N (HC3N) ≈ 1×10 15 cm −2 . A single LTE/MCMC computation was carried out for all the 13 C isotopologues to obtain a single excitation solution for all of them. Such computation included all the observed lines of the 13 C isotopologues (Table 1) . We found that the best model (χ 2 red =5.88) to reproduce the observed lines of H 13 CCCN, HC 13 CCN and HCC 13 CN is the one that assumes N =(3.3±0.2)×10 13 cm −2 and Texc=82±5 K for a source size of 6 arcsec. The LTE/MCMC results are shown in Fig 7 as a corner diagram, where the highest probability distribution of Texc against N is exhibited. A second approach was made by adopting T=85 K (see Sect. 4.2.1) and computing only the column density as a free parameter. The best model (χ 2 red =5.87) yielded N =(3.18±0.04)×10 13 cm −2 , which is lower than the column density reported above only by a very small percentage, namely ∼ 4 percent.
DISCUSSION
Excitation for the v=0 and v7=1 states
In Sects. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we used LTE and non-LTE approaches to derive the density and temperature in G331. Obtained values for T k and N (HC3N) from both methods are in good agreement for the v=0 lines which suggests that detected transitions are almost thermalized (Texc=T kin ). However, it is expected that low-energy transitions may sample the emission from both hot and cold gas components, while highly excited transitions are expected to be rather originated from hot gas environments. Thus, high rotational transitions may also be excited by radiative process, which become more efficient as the angular momentum of the upper state increases (high-J levels).
The critical density of a rotational transition J→J-1 can be estimated as
being γ (J,J −1) the collisional coefficient for the J→J-1 transition, and A (J,J −1) its Einstein's transition probability. If n(H2) << n J,J −1 c the excitation temperature is mostly determined by the nearby radiation field instead of the gas kinetic temperature, which implies that the J level is not thermalized (Texc < T kin ). Using the exclusive collisional rate coefficients discussed in Faure et al. (2016) , we derived critical densities for the J=38→37 transition for temperatures between 80 K and 100 K and we obtained values between 1.6×10 7 cm −3 and 1.3×10 7 cm −3 . These values are a bit lower than that estimated in Sect. 4.2.2 (∼ 2×10 7 cm −3 ), which very likely confirms that the gas density in G331 is high enough for thermalizing the molecule, even at the higher J levels detected in our observations. The detection of vibrationally excited lines (v7=1) suggests that the excitation of the molecule might be strongly influenced, besides collisions, by radiative processes. As previously done in the above paragraph, we must compare the ambient density derived in Sect. 4.2.2, with the critical density for the vibrational bending mode v7=1. The latter was estimated by Wyrowski et al. (1999) , who derived nc for the v7=1-0 transition of HC3N using the far-IR absorption measurements of Uyemura & Maeda (1974) to estimate the Einstein's transition probability (A u,l ), and using semiempirical formula for vibrational relaxation times as a function of temperature, reduced mass, and energy vibration (Goldsmith et al. 1982) , to estimate the collisional coefficient. Then, the authors derived nc = 4 × 10 8 cm −3 for T = 300 K (a suitable temperature for a hot core). This value is almost one order of magnitude higher than the ambient density derived for G331 in this work. This implies that IR radiative excitation processes (likely originated by the thermal emission of dust grains) are probably more effi-cient than collisions in exciting the vibrationally upper state v7=1 of the molecule.
In case of IR radiative excitation and assuming that the gas and dust are thermally coupled (a good approximation considering a gas density of 2×10 7 cm −3 ; see Sect. 4.2.2) the temperature T vib determined from the HC3N emission is a good estimate of the dust temperature. Then, we can estimate the IR bolometric luminosity of the hot core by using the Stefan-Boltzmann law (e.g. (12) were r is the radius of the hot core, and T dust is the dust temperature. Adopting an upper limit emission size of 6 arcsec (∼0.22 pc at a distance of 7.5 kpc) and a temperature T dust =130 K (see Sect. 4.2.1) we obtained for G331 an IR bolometric luminosity L ≈ 6×10 6 L⊙. This value would correspond to a ZAMS star type earlier than O4 (Panagia 1973) . In order to test this, we estimated the number of ionizing Lyman continuum photons needed to sustain the ionization in G331 using (Simpson & Rubin 1990) were d is the distance in kpc, Te is the electron temperature (assumed as 10 4 K), and S (4800 MHz) is the radio continuum flux at 4800 MHz in Jy (adopted as 0.095 Jy; Merello et al. 2013b) . Keeping in mind that more than 50 percent of the UV photons can be absorbed by the ISM (Inoue 2001) , the total amount of ionizing photons needed to sustain the current level of ionization in G331 is NLyc ≈ 1 × 10 48 s −1 . Adopting fluxes extracted from Panagia (1973) , we estimate the spectral type of the ionizing source to be about O9/O8.5 (ZAMS). Then, the spectral type of the internal stellar source derived by this method is different than that derived from the IR bolometric luminosity. It should be noted, however, that the latter magnitude is highly dependant on the size of the hot core (see Eq. 12), which for the case of G331 is highly uncertain due to the presence of a powerful outflow.
12C/13C ratio
Isotopic fractionation and astrochemical implications
As can be seen from Fig. 3 , the J=24−23 and J=25−24 transition lines of the HCC 13 CN isotopologue are brighter than those of the HC 13 CCN. This trend can be confirmed from their integrated intensities ( T mb dv; see Table1). The derived ratio HCC 13 CN/HC 13 CCN of the integrated intensities for the J=24−23 line is 1.8 ± 0.5, while for the J=25−24 line is 1.3 ± 0.4. On the other hand, the J=27−26 lines for the H 13 CCCN and HC 13 CCN isotopologues have about the same peak temperature (within the errors), a tendency that can also be confirmed by the ratio H 13 CCCN/HC 13 CCN integrated intensities, derived to be 0.9 ± 0.3. Then, observed integrated intensities of the HCC 13 CN lines are stronger by a factor between 1.8 to 1.3 than those of HC 13 CCN lines, while there is no significant difference in intensities between H 13 CCCN and HC 13 CCN lines. This kind of anomaly, known as isotopic fractionation, has been reported and studied, not only in HC3N but also in HC5N and other carbon-chain molecules, in several hot and cold sources (e.g. Takano et al. 1998; Sakai et al. 2007 Sakai et al. , 2013 Li et al. 2016; Araki et al. 2016; Taniguchi et al. 2016a Taniguchi et al. ,b, 2017 .
The relative abundances ratios of the 13 C isotopologues can be also calculated using column densities estimated from the most conspicuous transitions assuming LTE conditions (see Table 2 ). Thus, the abundance ratios were obtained to be [HCC 13 13 CN is more abundant than the others. Similar abundance ratios of HC3N were reported in several star-forming and starless cores in the Galaxy (L1527: Taniguchi et al. 2016b; Araki et al. 2016; TMC-1: Takano et al. 1998; G28.28-0.36: Taniguchi et al. 2016b; Serpens South 1A: Li et al. 2016) Since the isotope exchange reactions seem unlikely in the case of HC3N (Takano et al. 1998) , it has been proposed that the differences in abundances in 13 C isotopologues are rather a consequence of the formation pathway of the molecule. In the case of HC3N it has been proposed that the neutral-neutral reaction
is the most important chemical pathway to produce HC3N in the cold cloud TMC-1 (Herbst & Leung 1990; Takano et al. 1998) . Further, Chapman et al. (2009) Taniguchi et al. 2016b; Araki et al. 2016) . It is worth noting that a transition of the molecule 13 CN at 217.42856 GHz was identified in our dataset, next to the HCC 13 CN (24-23) transition line (see Fig. 3 ).
We accept, however, that the HC3N abundance ratios reported before have large errors. Then, it is important to contrast these results with a multitransition study of rotational lines having larger signal-to-noise ratios (presumably at lower J levels). A complete analysis of APEX data at lower frequencies will be carried out soon. This study would allow us, not only to estimate the abundance ratios of HC3N more accurately, but also to detect some transitions of larger cyanopolyynes (e.g. HC5N) not detected in our dataset (see below).
Average
12 C/ 13 C ratio
As shown in Sect. 4.2.3, the average 12 C/ 13 C ratio was estimated from LTE/MCMC calculations by computing all the isotopologue lines in a single run, which yielded to a ratio of ∼21 (see last line in Table 2 ). Alternatively, the average 12 C/ 13 C ratio of HC3N in G331 can be also estimated from the column density of each isotopic species as (15) Using Eq. 15 and column densities of each isotopic species indicated in Table 2 , the average isotopic ratio was obtained to be ∼15. This result is in relatively good agreement with the 12 C/ 13 C ratios derived from observations of CH3OH and CH3CN in G331 (Mendoza et al. 2018b) .
In order to compare the 12 C/ 13 C abundance ratio derived for G331 with that expected from its environs (in this case, the giant molecular cloud G331.5-0.1) we used the empirical formula 12 C/ 13 C=6.21×DGC+18.71 (derived by Milam et al. 2005 for Galactic GMCs) where DGC is the distance of G331.5-0.1 to the Galactic center (derived using simple trigonometry). Thus, the expected 12 C/ 13 C abundance ratio for the the molecular cloud G331.5-0.1 is ∼ 43, more than twice of that derived for G331.
The emission of HC3N and larger cyanopolyynes
As previously mentioned in Sect. 2, high spatial resolution ALMA observations towards G331 revealed the emission of SiO(8-7), H 13 CO + (4-3), HCO + (4-3), and CO(3-2) towards the center of the objects (Merello et al. 2013a) . The authors interpreted the emission like a high-velocity jet lying almost along the line of sight with an expanding shocked shell/bubble surrounding the driving source, which is observed in projection as a ring of ∼ 5 arcsec in size, at the systemic velocity (∼ -90 km s −1 ). In Sect. 4.2, from HC3N lines, we derived temperatures between ∼80 K and 90 K, which are much closer to the temperature of the (quiescent) ambient gas derived by Hervías-Caimapo et al. (2019) than the one of the (expanding) molecular shocked gas. This might indicate that the molecular gas traced by HC3N may be physically associated with molecular gas of the ambient core, which has not been fully disturbed by the plowing power of the expanding shell. This could in turn explain the narrower profile of the HC3N line in the group of lines with broad wings (see fig. 1 from Hervías-Caimapo et al. 2019) .
Thus, we can speculate that the emission of HC3N could be originated in a middle region, between the quiescent ambient core and the expanding molecular gas. Then, the molecular gas traced by the HC3N emission might be being disturbed by the expansion of the shell in its inner region, while its undisturbed outer layer preserves much of the physical properties and systemic velocity of the ambient core (see Fig. 8 ). This is a fairly plausible scenario considering that G331 has shown to be one of the youngest hot cores/outflows known to date. A more detailed analysis of high resolution data is necessary to shed some light on these issues.
Regarding to larger cyanopolyynes, as previously mentioned in Sect. 4, we did not report evidences for HC5N, HC7N, nor HC9N (e.g. Sakai et al. 2008; Jaber Al-Edhari et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2017; Cordiner et al. 2017; Mendoza et al. 2018a; Seo et al. 2019) . The absence of HC5N in the current dataset could be associated with several factors, such as (1) insufficient sensitivity in the frequencies of the APEX-1 and APEX-2 data, (2) the excitation regime of the molecular environment, or (3) lower abundances of the molecule. For instance, the second HC5N (v=0) line that should appear in our observations corresponds to the J=82-81 transition with Eu=434.8 K near the transition of HC3N (v=0) appeared at the level J=24-23 with Eu=130.98 K (see Table1) . However, in order to conclude on the detection of HC5N in G331 subsequent studies are needed at lower frequencies with instruments such as APEX SEPIA-B5, or with high resolution ALMA Bands 3, 4 and 5. The frequency interval of the mentioned ALMA bands, from 84-211 GHz, seems suitable to look for HC5N emission considering the physical and chemical implications of HC3N in G331. For instance, Agúndez et al. (2017) using ALMA data discussed the spatial and chemical correlations between HC3N and HC5N in sources such as IRC+10216.
SUMMARY
As part of a project aimed at studying the chemical and physical properties prevailing in the massive outflow/hot molecular core G331.512-0.103, we used APEX-1 and APEX-2 observation to detect and analyze the emission of the simplest cyanopolyyne molecule HC3N, a typical hot core tracer. The main results can be summarized as follows:
(i) We detected thirty-one rotational lines of HC3N above ∼ 3 rms (with the exception of two marginal cases) at J levels between 24 and 39. Seventeen of them correspond to the ground vibrational state v=0 (inlcluding 8 lines of 13 C isotopologues) and fourteen correspond to the lowest vibrationally excited state v7=1.
(ii) From multitransition LTE analyses for the v=0 and v7=1 beam-diluted lines we estimated excitation temperatures between ∼ 85 and 89 K, and HC3N column densities between ∼6.9×10 14 cm −2 and 2×10 15 cm −2 . From a non-LTE MCMC/RADEX analysis of the v=0 lines, we determined that the emission of HC3N is originated in a region of up to 6 arcsec in size, having an ambient H2 density of ∼2×10 7 cm −3 . The results obtained from both, LTE and non-LTE approaches, suggest that detected rotational transitions are almost thermalized (Texc ≈ T kin ), even at high J levels.
(iii) Using v=0 and v7=1 lines we determined vibrational temperatures between 130 and 145 K, which are very likely lower limits. The critical density of the v7=1 states indicates that IR radiative pumping processes are likely to be more efficient than collisions in exciting the vibrationally upper states of the molecule.
(iv) Using a single-transition LTE analysis, we estimated the column densities of the 13 C isotopologues of HC3N. Derived values are (6.7±0.9) × 10 13 cm −2 , (3.8±0. (±0.4) . By means of a multi-transition analysis using the LTE/MCMC method, an average solution with N = (3.3±0.2) × 10 13 cm −2 and Texc = 82±5 K was also determined for the 13 C HC3N isotopologues. The 12 C/ 13 C ratios derived from the observations are in agreement with those previously derived in G331 from CH3OH and CH3CN. The evidences for 13 C fractionation reported in this work are in line with the widely accepted chemical formation pathway C2H2+CN→HC3N+H.
(v) Based on previous ALMA observations and recent results, a very simple physical model was proposed to attempt to shed some light on the emission of HC3N and other molecules previously detected with ALMA.
